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ABSTRACT
Indonesia Stock Exchange provides Islamic stocks for Muslim investors who want to 
invest, with the first Islamic stock index in Indonesia being Jakarta Islamic Index or JII 
that consists of thirty of the most liquid Islamic stocks. The market capitalization of JII 
tends to increase every year. This paper examines the presence of herding behavior in 
emerging Islamic stock market of Indonesia using daily return of Indonesia Composite 
Index and JII from October 6, 2000 to October 5, 2018. Herding behavior could generally 
trigger shifting market prices from equilibrium values. Herding behavior may be 
identified from the relation between stock return dispersion and market return. Stock 
return dispersion is measured using Cross Sectional Absolute Deviation or CSAD. 
Generalized Auto Regressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity or GARCH method is 
used to detect herding behavior. GARCH does not see heteroskedasticity as a problem, 
instead uses it to make a model. The result indicates that herding behavior exist in 
Islamic stock market of Indonesia. Asymmetric herding occurs in Indonesia Islamic 
stock market where herding behavior exists during falling market condition only.
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I. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background
Capital market acts as a medium for people to invest in financial instruments. 
Stock is one of the most popular financial instruments in Indonesia based on the 
trading volume that tends to increase, particularly in 2017 when Indonesia Capital 
Market recorded the largest share volume and market capitalization. According to 
Indonesia Stock Exchange, the average daily trading volume reached 11.9 billion 
shares and market capitalization grew to IDR 7,052 trillion. This was due to the 
growth of national retail investors, through the efforts of Indonesia Capital Market 
to attract prospective future investors from all backgrounds to participate in 
Indonesia stock exchange. Other efforts that have been made by Indonesia Capital 
Market in attracting prospective future domestic investors who are predominantly 
Muslim was the launching of the first Islamic stock index, called Jakarta Islamic 
Index or JII. JII was launched on July 3, 2000. It consists of thirty liquid Islamic 
stocks in Indonesia. The market capitalization of the JII tends to increase every 
year. For instance, in 2017 JII’s market capitalization reached IDR 2,288.016 trillion 
or 32.44% of market capitalization of Indonesia Capital Market. It indicates an 
increase in investor’s confidence in investing in Indonesia Islamic stocks. 

Figure 1. 
Market Capitalization of Jakarta Islamic Index
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Investors must be expecting profit or return from their investment. Based 
on efficient market theory, stock prices completely represent the information 
available. Therefore, such investors are well informed and make investment 
decisions according to their technical and fundamental analysis (Fama, 1970). 
Baker and Nofsinger (2010) state that investors must be rational, or if investors are 
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irrational, their bias must be not related, in that the market will be efficient. Even 
though the information is quite impeccable, many studies conclude that investors 
tend to decide irrationally that lead to biases and affect the behavior of investor. 
Herding is one of the behavioral factors. Chaffai & Medhioub (2018) said that 
financial herding behavior is the act of investors who lack information, in that they 
ignore their own choices and follow other investors’ actions completely because 
they think others have better information than they do.

Therefore, herding behavior may influence investors’ trading decisions and 
pricing mechanism. Herding behavior in stock market could trigger shifting 
market prices from equilibrium values. According to Javaira and Hassan (2015) 
prices vary from fundamental value, increase of returns volatility, and destabilized 
financial markets are caused by herd information that may worsen the crisis and 
boost the financial system’s fragility.

Many studies on herding behavior include Chang et al. (2000) and Chiang & 
Zheng (2010), who find evidence of herding behavior in emerging market and 
Chaffai & Medhioub (2018), who analyzed herding behavior in the Islamic stock 
market. In Indonesia, studies on herding behavior include Purba & Faradynawati 
(2011), Pangesti & Koesrindartoto (2013), Ramadhan & Mahfud (2016), Putra et 
al. (2017). Zakie & Rafik (2017) explored herding behavior in Indonesia Islamic 
stock market using the record of buying and selling transaction of JII during 2011 
– 2016 and analyzed using LSV methods and standard t-test. In contrast, our study 
uses longer observation period from October 6, 2000 to October 5, 2018 and the 
purposing CSAD model and GARCH method. 

1.2. Objectives 
This paper focuses on herding behavior in Indonesia Islamic stock market as 
an emerging market for several reasons. First, a methodological gap is shared 
in herding behavior in Indonesia stock market. On the one hand, some studies 
discovered the presence of herding behavior in Indonesia stock market (Chiang 
& Zheng, 2010; Chiang et al. 2013; Gunawan et al. 2011; Putra et al. 2017). On the 
other hand, herding behavior in Indonesia stock market has not been extensively 
analyzed (Purba & Faradynawati, 2011; Pangesti & Koesrindartoto, 2013; 
Ramadhan & Mahmud, 2016). Moreover, very little research has been done both 
in herding behavior in the Islamic stock market in Indonesia and Islamic markets 
in general, except for herding behavior in Islamic GCC stock market (Chaffai and 
Medhioub, 2018). Ultimately, Islamic stock market in Indonesia has potentially 
grown, with Indonesia Stock Exchange actively promoting Islamic stocks to the 
public.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Background Theory
Fama (1970) defines the market as efficient if all available information completely 
reflects prices and divides them into three classifications: weak, semi-strong and 
strong. A weak market is when stock prices reflect all price information existing in 
the past (historical price). A semi-strong market is when the stock prices reflect all 
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historical prices and published information. A strong market is when stock prices 
reflect all related information along with non-published information. The market 
is efficient if the investors act rational or if they do not act rational, their biases must 
not be correlated (Baker and Nofsinger, 2010). If the investor is irrational and their 
bias is correlated, the market becomes inefficient. The inefficient markets drive 
the development of behavioral finance. According to Hagstrom (2014), financial 
behavior is an investigative study that attempts to explain market inefficiencies 
using psychological theories. Behavioral finance could be interpreted as a rational 
and irrational way of thinking of understanding finance, which ultimately affects 
investment decision making. According to Bodie, et al. (2013) errors in processing 
information will cause investors to incorrectly estimate the probability of rate 
of return and there are four important biases that contribute to the occurrence 
of information processing errors. First, a forecasting error or memory bias takes 
place when investors provide excessive portion to the latest experience compared 
to previous beliefs when making estimates, then turning out to be aggressive 
estimates. Second, overconfident investors tend to overestimate the accuracy of 
their assumptions or estimations, and they tend to overestimate their abilities. 
Third, conservatism bias is that investors are too long to renew their assumption 
in response to the latest evidence. Many biases have been developed, one of them 
is herding. Herding is seen in financial markets as the principal idea in cognitive 
economy that affects investors ‘ trade decisions and pricing mechanism (Javaira 
and Hassan, 2015).

Banerjee (1992) describes herding behavior as a condition of investors to 
imitate other investors in making investment decisions, even though their 
own information suggests doing something different. Herding behavior are 
characterized by investors who hold down their own assumption and make 
investments decisions based on market consensus even though they do not agree 
with the action (Christie and Huang, 1995). Devenow and Welch (1996) described 
herding behavior as patterns of behavior that are correlated between investors 
and classified as irrational and rational herding views. Irrational view is based 
on psychology of investors when investors disregard their analysis and obey the 
consensus of the market. Rational view is based on externalities where the optimal 
decision-making may be distorted by incentive problems or access to information.

Chaffai and Medhioub (2018) state that the empirical test of herding behavior 
could be grouped into two: one using dynamic correlations and the other 
using cross-sectional dispersion in returns. In this study, we focus on empirical 
investigation using cross-sectional dispersion in returns. The commonly used 
empirical tests are Christie and Huang (1995) cross-sectional standard deviations 
(CSSD) and Chang et al. (2000) cross-sectional absolute deviation (CSAD). Christie 
and Huang (1995) are using CSSD as a method of measuring individual asset 
returns from market returns and assumes herding behavior are likely to happen 
in big market movements. Chang et al. (2000) are using CSAD to measure the 
deviation of expected market return and expected individual stocks return in a 
non-linear regression specification.
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2.2. Previous Studies
Previous researchers in herding behavior studies have done several studies. First 
of all, Chang et al. (2000) who examined herding behavior in United States of 
America, Hong Kong, Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan stock market using cross 
sectional absolute deviation (CSAD). They use daily stock price period January 
1963 – December 1997 for United States of America, January 1981 – December 1995 
for Hong Kong, January 1976 – December 1995 for Japan, January 1978 – December 
1995 for South Korea, and January 1976 – December 1995 for Taiwan. They find 
substantial proof of herding in their research in South Korea and Taiwan, the two 
emerging markets.

Next, Chiang and Zheng (2010) suggested an extension of a study by Chang 
et al. (2000) to examine asymmetric conditions between down and up market 
conditions. They examined herding behavior in 18 countries. They use daily stock 
index prices from 25 April 1989 to 24 April 2009 for Australia, Germany, France, 
United Kingdom, United States of America, Hong Kong, Japan, South Korea, 
Malaysia, and Singapore, whereas Argentina start at 28 July 1993, Brazil at 5 July 
1994, Chili at 5 July 1989, Mexico at 19 June 1991, China at 12 August 1996, Taiwan 
at 4 July 1989, Indonesia 12 June 1992, and Thailand at 3 September 1990. They 
find substantial proof of herding behavior in advanced and emerging market 
(Australia, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Japan UK, China, South Korea, Taiwan, 
Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, and Thailand), while herding asymmetry is much 
likely to be found in upward conditions of Asian markets. 

The studies in Indonesia conducted by Purba and Faradynawati (2011) 
examined herding behavior in Indonesia during the financial crisis of 2008 and 
aftermath using CSSD and CSAD. The results fit with Chang et al. (2000) that 
suggest conflicting results between CSSD and CSAD. Daily and weekly data are 
applied to CSSD method, resulting in the absence of herding behavior during 
the crisis in 2008 and aftermath. Whereas using daily data of CSAD, resulting 
the presence of herding behavior in composite stocks during normal market 
uptrend, but herding behavior is absent in liquid or big stocks in both uptrend 
and downtrend market.

Furthermore, Pangesti and Koesrindartoto (2013) examined herding behavior 
of nine sectoral indices in Indonesia stock market during market stress period 
using CSSD. The findings echo similar tones with previous studies that through 
market stress period in Indonesia stock market, herding behavior seems to be 
absent.

Putra et al. (2017) examined herding behavior in Indonesia and Singapore 
stock markets, using CSAD method. They used daily data from January 1, 1996 to 
December 31, 2015. They find the presence of herding behavior in Indonesia and 
Singapore stock markets, but the evidence of herding behavior in Indonesia stock 
market is stronger than in Singapore stock market.

To date, the aforementioned researchers already did the behavioral finance 
studies in Indonesia, but none of them studied the herding behavior the Indonesia 
Islamic Index. Under the same methodology as Chiang and Zheng (2010), Chaffai 
and Medhioub (2018), who examined of herding behavior in Islamic GCC stock 
markets, we will study the herding behavior in Indonesia Islamic Index, through its 
existing in Indonesia, not only in normal market conditions but also in asymmetric 
conditions.
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III. METHODOLOGY
3.1. Data
The daily data employed in this study consist of closing price of Indonesia 
Composite Index and Jakarta Islamic Index. The Indonesia Composite Index is 
a weighted index of market value consisting of all stocks listed on the Indonesia 
Stock Exchange. Jakarta Islamic Index is stock market index consisting thirty of the 
liquid Islamic stock listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange. The research involves 
4389 daily return observations covering the period from October 6, 2000 to October 
5, 2018. The data is collected from the web sites www.investing.com.

3.2. Model Development
This paper examines herding behavior in Islamic stock market in Indonesia using 
the model used by Chang et al. (2000) which later modified by Chiang and Zheng 
(2010) and Chaffai and Medhioub (2018). The methodology concentrates on the 
dispersion of cross-sectional correlation in stock returns based on cross-sectional 
absolute deviation (CSAD) between market returns. Chang et al. (2000) used 
CSAD to examine the relation in the non-linear regression specification between 
the overall market return and the level of equity return dispersion. Meanwhile 
Chiang and Zheng (2010) modified the specification to allow us to examine the 
asymmetric behavior of investors under various market conditions.

Individual firm i ‘s stock returns are calculated as bellow.

Where Ri,t is the company i’s stock return at time t, and Pi,t and Pi,t-1 are the 
individual stock’s closing price at time t and t-1. In this case Ri,t is the daily return 
of Jakarta Islamic Index, meanwhile cross-sectional average stock of returns (Rm,t) is 
calculated using the same equation as equation(1) where Pi,t and Pi,t-1 are Indonesia 
Composite Index’s closing price at time t and t-1.

Chang et al. (2000) expressed cross-sectional absolute deviation (CSAD) as 
follows:

(1)

Where,
Ri,t  : observed stock return of industry i at time t
Rm,t  : cross-sectional average stock of N returns in the portfolio at time t
N  : the number of firms in the portfolio

Herding behavior in the general market condition is tested by a non-linear 
relation between individual and portfolio return, using following form of 
regression:

(2)
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According to Chang et al. (2000), herding behavior is exist if the estimated of 
non-linear coefficient β3 is significantly negative, otherwise herding behavior is 
not exist if the estimated of non-linear coefficient β3 is significantly positive.

To obtain a more comprehensive analysis, Chiang and Zheng (2010) modified 
the model so we could examine asymmetric conditions between down and up 
market periods. The regression of herding is estimated separately. The data for 
the down-market period is defined when the market return has negative value and 
the up-market period is defined when the market return has positive value. The 
equations are as bellow.

(3)

Where  provides the return of the equal-weighted portfolio throughout 
the currently down-market of the equally weighted portfolio during the down 
market period at time t, and the  is the square value of the equal-weighted 
portfolio’s return to find the non-linearity of market returns during the down 
market period. The same definition for  and  but for the up-market 
condition.  is the CSAD at time t due to the falling market returns, and 

 is the CSAD at time t due to rising market returns.
Time series data generally occur heteroscedasticity and experience 

autocorrelation problems because the data is not stationary. This means that data 
continues to change over time. Data that is not stationary could cause dubious 
regression results. Therefore, it is necessary to do a unit root test. According to 
Gujarati & Porter (2009) Augmented Dickey-Fuller model as follows.

(4)

(5)

Data stationarity can be seen using the following hypothesis from the outcomes of 
the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test.
H0 : time series data is not stationary
H1 : time series data is stationary
According to Gujarati & Porter (2009), the testing criteria are as follows.
If the probability ≥ 0.05, then H0 is accepted
If the probability <0.05, then H0 is rejected.
In this study, the variables used refer to the Cross-Sectional Absolute Deviation 
(CSAD) method developed by Chang, et al. (2000), which is as follows.
a.  Independent variable (X):

1.  Absolute market return (| Rmt |)
2.  Market return squared (Rmt2)

b.  Dependent variable (Y): stock return dispersion value (CSAD)

(6)
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3.3. Method
Generalized auto regressive conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH) model 
is used to identify herding behavior. GARCH model is a model used for time 
series data that mostly has heteroskedasticity problems without removing the 
heteroscedasticity. GARCH does not see heteroskedasticity as a problem, instead 
uses it to make a model. GARCH (1,1) is the most generally used GARCH model 
and considered as a benchmark model. Research conducted by Hansen and Lunde 
(2001) states that none of the competing ARCH and GARCH models that could 
outperform the GARCH (1,1) model. Chaffai and Medhioub (2018) considered 
some different estimations of GARCH model, resulting some best-fitted models. 
They are GARCH (1,1) with normal distribution, GARCH (1,1) with student’s 
t distribution, GARCH (1,1) with general error distribution, GARCH (1,0) 
asymmetric, and IGARCH (1,1). Therefore, we run the same models as Chaffai 
and Medioub (2018) for this study.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
4.1. Results
This study uses daily prices data of Jakarta Islamic Index and Indonesia Composite 
Index obtained from www.investing.com during period 6 October 2000 to 5 October 
2018. The data used in this study is time series data because it is collected based 
on a certain time sequence. Time series data generally occur heteroscedasticity 
and experience autocorrelation problems because the data is not stationary. This 
means that data continues to change over time. Data that is not stationary could 
cause dubious regression results. So, it is necessary to do a unit root test and use 
the GARCH model because GARCH model does not see heteroskedasticity as a 
problem, instead uses it to make a model. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show that the daily 
prices of Jakarta Islamic Index and Indonesia Composite Index always fluctuate, 
but the linear line in the graph indicates that the prices of Jakarta Islamic Index 
and Indonesia Composite Index tend to increase during the observation period. 
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Daily Price of Jakarta Islamic Index

Source: Authors
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4.1.1. Descriptive statistics
The prices of Jakarta Islamic Index and Indonesia Composite Index must be 
processed into return. Descriptive statistics so that characteristics could be 
identified, such as average, median, maximum value, minimum value, standard 
deviation, skewness, kurtosis, and the amount of data studied. 

Figure 3. 
Daily Price of Indonesia Composite Index
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Table 1. 
Results of descriptive statistics

CSAD RM CSADDown RMDown CSADUp RMUp

 Mean  0.003545  0.000258  0.003653 -0.004227  0.003478  0.003866
 Median  0.001820  0.000490  0.001841 -0.002861  0.001813  0.002830
 Max.  0.060789  0.033108  0.060789 -4.04E-06  0.050339  0.033108
 Min.  0.000000 -0.047572  6.64E-08 -0.047572  4.17E-06  1.27E-06
 Std. Dev.  0.004865  0.005784  0.005007  0.004645  0.004753  0.003744
 Skewness  3.584645 -0.666996  3.763773 -3.187316  3.402642  2.484225
 Kurtosis  23.48349  10.10280  26.64123  20.50697  20.13279  13.37193
 Obs.  4389  4389  1950  1950  2425  2425

Sources: Authors

Descriptive statistics of daily Indonesia Composite Index return as market 
return and CSAD as return dispersion are provided in Table 1. CSAD was 
measured using equation (2) which Ri,t is Jakarta Islamic Index’s daily return and 
Rm,t is Indonesia Composite Index’s daily return. The data observations are from 
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9 October 2000 to 5 October 2018. The number of data observations is 4,389 for 
general market conditions, 1,950 for the falling market conditions, and 1,528 for the 
rising market conditions. Unusual cross-sectional variations are suggested from 
the higher standard deviation. The standard deviation of the falling market period 
(0.004645) is higher than the rising market period (0.003744). That indicates the 
falling period of the market is more volatile than the rising period of the market. 
We see an excess of kurtosis from the descriptive statistics. It characterizes the 
fluctuations in price indicating that the time-series data distributions have heavy 
tails.

In the observation period, the worst daily return of market portfolio during 
general market conditions is -4.7572% and the highest daily return of the market 
portfolio is 3.3108% with an average return of 0.0258%. The median of market 
return data is 0.049%. A large (more than 3) kurtosis which is 10.10280, indicating 
that the time series data distributions have heavy tails. The standard data deviation 
of 0.005784 shows the level of data distribution. 

In the observation period, the worst daily return of market portfolio during 
falling market conditions is -4.7572% and the highest daily return of the market 
portfolio is -0,0004% with an average return of -0.4227%. The median of market 
return data is -0.2861%. A large (more than 3) kurtosis, which is 20.50697, 
indicating that the time-series data distributions have heavy tails. The standard 
data deviation of 0.004645 shows the level of data distribution. 

In the observation period, the worst daily return of market portfolio during 
rising market conditions is 0,000127% and the highest daily return of the market 
portfolio is 3.3108% with an average return of 0.3866%. The median of market return 
data is 0.2830%. A large (more than 3) kurtosis, which is 13.37193, indicating that 
the time-series data distributions have heavy tails. The standard data deviation of 
0.003744 indicates the level of data distribution. 

4.1.2. Stationary test

Table 2. 
Stationary Test of All Variable for All Market Condition

ALL MARKET Rm |Rm| Rm2 CSAD
Prob. 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ADF t-Statistic -59.46329 -11.92494 -12.62215 -5.834935

Test critical 
values:

1% level -3.431657 -3.431660 -3.431660 -3.431663
5% level -2.862002 -2.862004 -2.862004 -2.862005
10% level -2.567059 -2.567060 -2.567060 -2.567061

Sources: Authors

The stationary test of variables for all market condition are provided in table 
2 where Rm has probability of unit root test (0,0001) less than 0.05 so that H0 is 
rejected, meaning that there is no unit root in market return. The results of the 
t-statistic of market return (-59.46329) is less than the three ADF test statistic 
values, where at α = 1% the value is -3.431657, at α = 5% the value is -2.862002, 
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and α = 10% the value is -2.567059, so that H0 is also rejected, meaning that there 
is no unit root in market return and the data is stationary. |Rm| has probability 
of unit root test (0,0000) less than 0.05 so that H0 is rejected, meaning that there 
is no unit root in market return absolute. The results of the t-statistic of market 
return absolute (-11.92494) is less than the three ADF test statistic values, where 
at α = 1% the value is -3.431660, at α = 5% the value is -2.862004, and α = 10% the 
value is -2.567060, so that H0 is also rejected, meaning that there is no unit root 
in market return absolute and the data is stationary. Rm

2 has probability of unit 
root test (0,0000) less than 0.05 so that H0 is rejected, meaning that there is no unit 
root in square market return. The results of the t-statistic of square market return 
(-12.62215) is less than the three ADF test statistic values, where at α = 1% the value 
is -3.431660, at α = 5% the value is -2.862002, and α = 10% the value is -2.567059, so 
that H0 is also rejected, meaning that there is no unit root in square market return 
and the data is stationary. CSAD has probability of unit root test (0,0000) less than 
0.05 so that H0 is rejected, meaning that there is no unit root in CSAD. The results 
of the t-statistic of CSAD (-5.834935) is less than the three ADF test statistic values, 
where at α = 1% the value is -3.431663, at α = 5% the value is -2.862005, and α = 
10% the value is -2.567061. Therefore, H0 is also rejected, meaning that there is no 
unit root in CSAD and the data were stationary. All variables data of all market 
condition were stationary, in that we could use the time series data and be able to 
proceed to the GARCH model estimation. 

FALLING MARKET |Rm| Rm2 CSAD
Prob. 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ADF t-Statistic -11.41878 -10.01773 -6.129031

Test critical 
values:

1% level -3.433514 -3.433517 -3.433521
5% level -2.862824 -2.862826 -2.862827
10% level -2.567500 -2.567501 -2.567502

Sources: Authors

Table 3.
Stationary Test of All Variable for Falling Market Condition

The stationary test of variables for falling market condition are provided in 
table 3 where |Rm| has probability of unit root test (0,0000) less than 0.05 so that 
H0 is rejected, meaning that there is no unit root in market return absolute. The 
results of the t-statistic of market return absolute (-11.41878) is less than the three 
ADF test statistic values, where at α = 1% the value is -3.433514, at α = 5% the value 
is -2.862824, and α = 10% the value is -2.567500, so that H0 is also rejected, meaning 
that there is no unit root in market return absolute and the data is stationary. Rm

2 
has probability of unit root test (0,0000) less than 0.05 so that H0 is rejected, meaning 
that there is no unit root in square market return. The results of the t-statistic of 
square market return (-10.01773) is less than the three ADF test statistic values, 
where at α = 1% the value is -3.433517, at α = 5% the value is -2.862826, and α = 10% 
the value is -2.567501, so that H0 is also rejected, meaning that there is no unit root 
in square market return and the data is stationary. CSAD has probability of unit 
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root test (0,0000) less than 0.05 so that H0 is rejected, meaning that there is no unit 
root in CSAD. The results of the t-statistic of CSAD (-6.129031) is less than the three 
ADF test statistic values, where at α = 1% the value is -3.433521, at α = 5% the value 
is -2.862827, and α = 10% the value is -2.567502, so that H0 is also rejected, meaning 
that there is no unit root in CSAD and the data is stationary. All variables data of 
falling market condition are stationary, so we could use the time series data and be 
able to proceed to the GARCH model estimation. 

Table 4. 
Stationary Test of All Variable for Rising Market Condition

RISING MARKET |Rm| Rm2 CSAD
Prob. 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ADF t-Statistic -13.74757 -18.10240 -6.150725

Test critical 
values:

1% level -3.432859 -3.432857 -3.432865
5% level -2.862534 -2.862533 -2.862537
10% level -2.567345 -2.567344 -2.567346

Sources: Authors

The stationary test of variables for rising market condition are provided in 
table 4 where |Rm| has probability of unit root test (0,0000) less than 0.05 so that 
H0 is rejected, meaning that there is no unit root in market return absolute. The 
results of the t-statistic of market return absolute (-13.74757) is less than the three 
ADF test statistic values, where at α = 1% the value is -3.432859, at α = 5% the value 
is -2.862534, and α = 10% the value is -2.567345, so that H0 is also rejected, meaning 
that there is no unit root in market return absolute and the data is stationary. Rm

2 
has probability of unit root test (0,0000) less than 0.05 so that H0 is rejected, meaning 
that there is no unit root in square market return. The results of the t-statistic of 
square market return (-18.10240) is less than the three ADF test statistic values, 
where at α = 1% the value is -3.432857, at α = 5% the value is -2.862537, and α = 10% 
the value is -2.567346, so that H0 is also rejected, meaning that there is no unit root 
in square market return and the data is stationary. CSAD has probability of unit 
root test (0,0000) less than 0.05 so that H0 is rejected, meaning that there is no unit 
root in CSAD. The results of the t-statistic of CSAD (-6.150725) is less than the three 
ADF test statistic values, where at α = 1% the value is -3.432865, at α = 5% the value 
is -2.862537, and α = 10% the value is -2.567346, so that H0 is also rejected, meaning 
that there is no unit root in CSAD and the data is stationary. All variables data of 
rising market condition are stationary, so we could use the time series data and be 
able to proceed to the GARCH model estimation. 
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4.1.3. Results

Table 5 provides the herding regression result for overall market condition 
using GARCH (1,1) model with normal distribution. The coefficient of Rm shows 
the linear relation of CSAD and market return for the period of rising market. The 
positive coefficient of Rm (0.010413) with 0.0018 probability suggests that herding 
behavior significantly does not exist. The coefficient of |Rm| indicates the linear 
relation of CSAD and market return for the period of falling market. The positive 
coefficient of |Rm| (0.128917) with 0.0000 probability suggests that herding 
behavior significantly does not exist. Chang, et al. (2000) argue that if investors 
tend to follow the behavior of market consensus and ignore their own analysis 
during periods of large price movements, then the linear and increasing in market 
dispersion and return relations are no longer valid, instead relation could increase 
or decrease non-linearly. The non-linear relation is shown by the coefficient of 
Rm2. This model reveals a negative market return square (Rm2) coefficient as much 
as -1.535727 with 0.0000 probability. It suggests that herding behavior significantly 
exist in Indonesia Islamic stock market. 

Table 5. 
Herding behavior Overall Market Condition: GARCH (1,1) Normal Estimate

Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
C 0.001104 3.44E-05 32.14080 0.0000
Rm 0.010413 0.003336 3.121025 0.0018
|Rm| 0.128917 0.008308 15.51694 0.0000
Rm2 -1.535727 0.296776 -5.174700 0.0000
Log likelihood 20107.93

Source: Authors

Table 6. 
Herding behavior Overall Market Condition: GARCH (1,1) Student’s Estimate

Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
C 0.000997 3.52E-05 28.29468 0.0000
Rm 0.002036 0.003778 0.538931 0.5899
|Rm| 0.132242 0.010596 12.48077 0.0000
Rm2 -2.830754 0.505368 -5.601368 0.0000
Log likelihood 20341.21

Source: Authors

Table 6 provides the herding regression result for overall market condition 
using GARCH (1,1) model with student’s t distribution. The coefficient of Rm 
shows the linear relation of CSAD and market return for the period of rising 
market. The positive coefficient of Rm (0.002036) with 0.5899 probability suggests 
that herding behavior does not exist but not significantly. The coefficient of |Rm| 
indicates the linear relation of CSAD and market return for the period of falling 
market. The positive coefficient of |Rm| (0.132242) with 0.0000 probability suggests 
that herding behavior significantly does not exist. The coefficient of Rm2 shows 
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the non-linear relation of CSAD and market return. The negative market return 
square (Rm2) coefficient as much as -2.830754 with 0.0000 probability. It suggests 
that herding behavior significantly exist in Indonesia Islamic stock market. 

Table 7. 
Herding behavior Overall Market Condition: GARCH (1,1) GED Estimate

Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
C 0.000951 3.20E-05 29.68759 0.0000
Rm 0.004150 0.003754 1.105267 0.2690
|Rm| 0.138956 0.009819 14.15224 0.0000
Rm2 -2.750126 0.469456 -5.858112 0.0000
Log likelihood 20313.15

Source: Authors

Table 7 provides the herding regression result for overall market condition 
using GARCH (1,1) model with general error distribution. The coefficient of Rm 
indicates the linear relation of CSAD and market return for the period of rising 
market. The positive coefficient of Rm (0.004150) with 0.2690 probability suggests 
that herding behavior does not exist but not significantly. The coefficient of |Rm| 
shows the linear relation of CSAD and market return for the period of falling 
market. The positive coefficient of |Rm| (0.138956) with 0.0000 probability suggests 
that herding behavior significantly does not exist. The coefficient of Rm2 indicates 
the non-linear relation of CSAD and market return. The negative market return 
square (Rm2) coefficient as much as -2.750126 with 0.0000 probability. It suggests 
that herding behavior significantly exist in Indonesia Islamic stock market. 

Table 8. 
Herding behavior Overall Market Condition: IGARCH (1,1) Estimate

Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
C 0.000943 2.59E-05 36.48207 0.0000
Rm 0.005424 0.003194 1.698461 0.0894
|Rm| 0.139142 0.008375 16.61369 0.0000
Rm2 -2.509939 0.403129 -6.226142 0.0000
Log likelihood 20270.91

Source: Authors

Table 8 provides the herding regression result for overall market condition 
using IGARCH (1,1) model. The coefficient of Rm shows the linear relation of 
CSAD and market return for the period of rising market. The positive coefficient 
of Rm (0.005424) with 0.0894 probability suggests that herding behavior does not 
exist but not significantly. The coefficient of |Rm| indicates the linear relation of 
CSAD and market return for the period of falling market. The positive coefficient 
of |Rm| (0.139142) with 0.0000 probability suggests that herding behavior 
significantly does not exist. The coefficient of Rm2 shows the non-linear relation 
of CSAD and market return. The negative market return square (Rm2) coefficient 
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as much as -2.509939 with 0.0000 probability. It suggests that herding behavior 
significantly exist in Indonesia Islamic stock market. 

Table 9 provides the herding regression result for overall market condition using 
GARCH (1,0) asymmetry model. The coefficient of Rm shows the linear relation of 
CSAD and market return for the period of rising market. The negative coefficient 
of Rm (-0.002474) with 0.3919 probability suggests that herding behavior exist but 
not significantly. The coefficient of |Rm| shows the linear relation of CSAD and 
market return for the period of falling market. The positive coefficient of |Rm| 
(0.213651) with 0.0000 probability suggests that herding behavior significantly 
does not exist. The coefficient of Rm2 indicates the non-linear relation of CSAD 
and market return. The positive market return square (Rm2) coefficient as much as 
0.933205 with 0.0298 probability. It suggests that significantly there is no herding 
behavior in Indonesia Islamic stock market.

Based on the log likelihood criteria, GARCH (1,1) model with normal 
distribution is the best model to confirm herding behavior in Indonesia Islamic 
stock market and describe the volatility of daily returns. Therefore, we use GARCH 
(1,1) model with normal distribution to examine asymmetric condition between 
rising and falling market periods. 

Table 9. 
Herding behavior Overall Market Condition: GARCH (1,0) Asymmetry Estimate

Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
C 0.000850 1.43E-05 59.50090 0.0000
Rm -0.002474 0.002890 -0.856208 0.3919
|Rm| 0.213651 0.006149 34.74645 0.0000
Rm2 0.933205 0.429556 2.172489 0.0298
Log likelihood 19065.96

Source: Authors

Table 10. 
Herding behavior During Falling Market Condition

Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
C 0.001094 4.96E-05 22.02637 0.0000
|Rm| 0.137021 0.011327 12.09671 0.0000
Rm2 -3.392572 0.344360 -9.851821 0.0000
Log likelihood 8885.655

Source: Authors

Table 11. 
Herding behavior During Falling Market Condition

Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
C 0.001088 4.68E-05 23.23425 0.0000
|Rm| 0.138306 0.013591 10.17637 0.0000
Rm2 -0.812234 0.542237 -1.497931 0.1342
Log likelihood 10958.21

Source: Authors
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The regression result provided in Tables 10 and 11 reveals that the coefficient 
of market returns squared (Rm2) are negative. The coefficient of market returns 
squared (Rm2) of falling market condition is -3.392572 with 0.0000 probability. 
It suggests that herding behavior significantly exist in Indonesia Islamic stock 
market during falling market period. The coefficient of market return squared 
(Rm2) of rising market condition is -0.812234 with 0.1342 probability. It suggests 
that herding behavior exist in Indonesia Islamic stock market during rising market 
period but not significantly. It suggests that there is asymmetry-herding behavior 
in Indonesia Islamic stock market that only exists during falling market period.

4.2. Analysis
Most of estimated GARCH models in overall market condition have a negative 
coefficient of square market return. It indicates that herding behavior exist in 
Indonesia Islamic stock market. This finding is identical to Chaffai and Medhioub 
(2018) who find evidence of herding behavior in Islamic GCC stock markets and 
some previous researchers who find evidence of herding behavior in emerging 
market. Jakarta Islamic Index consists of thirty most liquid Islamic stocks in 
Indonesia; this result is different from Purba and Faradynawati (2011) result that 
find no herding behavior in liquid or big size stocks.

Herding behavior in Indonesia Islamic stock market exists in falling market 
period. It indicates that investors act differently during asymmetry market 
condition, so there is asymmetry herding. This finding is different to Chiang & 
Zheng (2010) that find asymmetry herding is more profound in Asian markets 
during rising markets. Chaffai and Medhioub (2018) find asymmetry herding 
in Islamic GCC stock markets during rising market condition only. Purba and 
Faradynawati (2011) using CSAD also find herding behavior in Indonesia 
composite stocks during normal market uptrend.

The presence of herding behavior in the Indonesian Islamic stock market 
indicates that investors in Indonesian Islamic stock market tend to follow market 
consensus. This explains that the lack of investor confidence regarding the private 
information they have and the uncertainty of the public information available. 
Sharma, et al. (2015) states that when investors have limited information, investors 
tend to follow other investors in making investment decisions and will ignore 
their analysis and follow the majority’s decision. So, the market conditions become 
more inefficient. Moreover, herding behavior could encourage investors to make 
investments that they do not really understand and take unnecessary risks.

Indonesia Islamic stock market comprises not only of shares listed as Islamic 
shares by issuers or Islamic-based public companies, but also of conventional 
stocks that fulfill Islamic share selection requirements oriented on Indonesian 
Financial Services Authority (Otoritas Jasa Keuangan or OJK) regulation. Therefore, 
there is interference from conventional stock investors who may not pay too much 
attention to Islamic rule in investing. However, Islamic stock market is part of 
macroeconomic. As a result, the current macroeconomic conditions will have 
an impact on the conditions of the Islamic stocks market. Therefore, during the 
period when the Islamic stock market does not work well, investors will follow 
each other.
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V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
5.1. Conclusion 
In the study we investigate, whether herding behavior is presence in Indonesia 
Islamic stock market using Chang & Zeng (2010) CSAD model that examines 
the relation between equity dispersion and market returns in the specification of 
non-linear regression. We use greater frequency and longer observation period 
by purposing daily data from 6 October 2000 to 5 October 2018. The estimation 
using GARCH-type methods, resulting that the herding behavior is presence in 
Indonesia Islamic stock market because statistically the markets return square 
coefficient is negative. Asymmetric herding occur in Indonesia Islamic stock 
market by break down the data into falling and rising market conditions, herding 
behavior is exist in falling market condition. It means that Indonesia Islamic Stock 
Market investors tend to make their trading decisions based upon other market 
participants.

5.2. Recommendation
Investor should learn more about fundamental and technical analysis so they will 
be more confident in making investment decisions and be spared from taking 
unnecessary risks. For Indonesia, policymakers should be mindful in making 
policy and they have to be concern about potential destabilizing effects, because 
herding behavior could trigger shifting market prices from equilibrium values. 
For future research, we suggest to examine herding behavior of investors by 
dividing into different sectors of Indonesia Islamic stock market. The presence of 
herding behavior in any market does not imply that it is present in all the sector-
composing industries. 
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